On the transcritical mixing of fuels at diesel engine conditions
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HIGHLIGHTS

• We observed microscopic fuel droplets transitioning to supercritical fluid.
• A conceptual model and criteria for the transition to diffusive mixing are proposed.
• Surface tension and primary atomization remain important features of diesel mixing.
• Transition to diffusive mixing regime is driven by gas pressure and temperature.
• Timescales and fluid morphology for diffusive mixing are driven by fuel properties.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Flow

a) Classical evaporation $T_nP\sqrt{\gamma} \leq 3.3$

Flow

b) Transitional mixing $3.3 < T_nP\sqrt{\gamma} < 3.7$

Flow

c) Diffusive mixing $T_nP\sqrt{\gamma} \geq 3.7$

ABSTRACT

Whilst the physics of both classical evaporation and supercritical fluid mixing are reasonably well characterized and understood in isolation, little is known about the transition from one to the other in the context of liquid fuel systems. The lack of experimental data for microscopic droplets at realistic operating conditions impedes the development of phenomenological and numerical models. To address this issue we performed systematic measurements using high-speed long-distance microscopy, for three single-component fuels ($n$-heptane, $n$-dodecane, $n$-hexadecane), into gas at elevated temperatures (700–1200 K) and pressures (2–11 MPa). We describe these high-speed visualizations and the time evolution of the transition from liquid droplet to fuel vapour at the microscopic level. The measurements show that the classical atomization and vaporisation processes do shift to one where surface tension forces diminish with increasing pressure and temperature, but the transition to diffusive mixing does not occur instantaneously when the fuel enters the chamber. Rather, subcritical liquid structures exhibit surface tension in the near-nozzle region and then, after time surrounded by the hot ambient gas and fuel vapour, undergo a transition to a dense miscible fluid. Although there was clear evidence of surface tension and primary atomization for $n$-dodecane and $n$-hexadecane for a period of time at all the above conditions, $n$-heptane appeared to produce a supercritical fluid from the nozzle outlet when injected at the most elevated conditions (1200 K, 10 MPa). This demonstrates that the time taken by a droplet to transition to diffusive mixing depends on the pressure and temperature of the gas surrounding the droplet as well as the fuel properties. We summarise our observations into a phenomenological model which describes the morphological evolution and transition of microscopic droplets from classical evaporation through a transitional mixing regime.
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1. Introduction

The diesel fuel injection process may be described as transcritical under most operating conditions: the temperature of the fuel inside the injector is well below the critical temperature, while the pressure and temperature of the in-cylinder gas both exceed the fuel’s critical values. Whilst there is potential for the liquid to transition into a supercritical fluid when exposed to elevated pressures and temperatures, the fuel does not mix with the ambient gas as in a single-component system and therefore the state of the fluid will depend on the local heat and mass transfer, including the inter-diffusion of the various species involved. Hence a transition from a two-phase mixing regime, with classical evaporation and surface tension forces, to a single-phase regime dominated by diffusion and convection without surface tension forces may be hypothesised [1], but the mechanism of this transition is yet to be defined. In particular, one cannot rely upon a knowledge of the critical properties of the gas or liquid, since a fuel injection system mixing with gas is multi-component. In addition, calculation of critical properties for given mixtures of fuel and gas at equilibrium is not necessarily relevant since, initially, the components are completely separated, and as they mix together, may never reach given mixture states [2]. Consequently, uncontroversial evidence of the mechanism of transcritical mixing is still needed for operating conditions and spatial scales representative of combustion engines.

The lack of fundamental understanding of transcritical fuel injection is due to the considerable challenges involved in generating, and characterizing, microscopic droplets in a thermodynamically-controlled environment representative of internal combustion engines. Researchers have attempted to develop experiments with well-controlled boundary conditions to leverage our understanding of the physics of transcritical mixing. Suspended droplet experiments are commonly used to characterise the evaporation of liquids, but they cannot be extended to supercritical fluid states as the approach requires surface tension to attach a droplet onto a fibre or capillary tube [3]. Droplet stream generators also fail to function reliably at elevated temperatures as the reduced surface tension inhibits the development of Rayleigh instabilities, which is the main mechanism used to create the droplet stream. To circumvent these issues, Weckemann and coworkers generated droplets near supercritical conditions using a 200 µm steel capillary tube and forced the detachment of droplets by applying an electric field [4]. The acetone droplets they generated were 2 mm in diameter and, although it should be possible to generate smaller droplets using this approach, the internal diameter of the capillary tube imposes a lower limit on droplet diameters that is much larger than droplet sizes typically found in internal-combustion engines. One should also note that drop-on-demand and capillary jets are known to result in long-lasting residual motion inside the liquid droplet they generate [5], which will affect the internal mass transfer in a way that is not representative of a conventional spray system. The difficulties associated with the production of fuel droplets into a supercritical environment can be overcome by using a fuel injector to generate a distribution of droplets in a high pressure and temperature vessel. However, optically resolving individual droplets becomes particularly challenging and researchers using this approach have focused on attempting to identify macroscopic changes in the physical appearance of the spray plumes as indirect evidence of a change in mixing process [6–8]. Whilst a ‘supercritical injection’ would produce a jet with an optically diffused boundary, it is also known that several optical effects result in a loss of sharpness of a two-phase spray boundary. Artificially blurred liquid/gas interfaces could occur due to: motion-induced blurring of high-speed droplets; the presence of a ‘shroud’ of dense fuel vapour around liquid droplets; beam steering through significant fluctuations in density gradients within the ambient gas [9]. The shroud of vapour surrounding liquid also changes with operating conditions, even under classical droplet evaporation pathways. With increasing far-field (ambient) gas temperatures, vaporisation is accelerated, and with increasing ambient gas pressure, mixing of these high-temperature gases into the fuel spray is accelerated [10]. Thus, there is a need to consider changes in the spatial location and time history of classical evaporation processes as pressure and temperature are varied. To mitigate these uncertainties Chehroudi compared the visual appearance of sprays with their growth rate [11], suggesting that they behaved as incompressible variable-density gas jets when at conditions above the critical point of the injectant, and proposed a phenomenological model for jet growth rate as a function of the gas/liquid density ratio [12]. More recently, evidence that the time history of the mixture is important has come from recent work by Dahms and coworkers [13]. Progressing beyond an analysis of the vapour-liquid interface at equilibrium, a non-equilibrium analysis shows that surface tension does not vanish instantly [14]. Rather, the authors found that the interface thickens in time beyond the equilibrium solution, favouring the reduction in intermolecular forces, i.e., surface tension.

These macroscopic-scale experiments and theoretical models demonstrate that direct evidence of individual droplets transitioning from liquid phase to supercritical fluid has been sorely missing. Improving our understanding of fuel atomization and mixing processes at the microscopic scale is essential for the development of physically-correct models and the validation of numerical simulations [15,13,14,2]. Hence a conceptual model of the transition process at the microscopic scale and at engine-relevant conditions has been incomplete. In this paper we address some of these limitations, by combining recent advances in high-resolution microscopy at the University of Brighton [16–20] and high-speed microscopy at Sandia National Laboratories [9], to put the phenomenological description of transcritical fuel mixing on a firmer basis:

- We describe high-speed high-resolution microscopic visualizations of droplets transitioning from two-phase evaporation to single-phase diffusive mixing at engine-relevant conditions.
- We show clear evidence of the surface tension and primary atomization at all these conditions for n-dodecane and n-hexadecane (Section 3.1). We also observed clear evidence of surface tension for n-heptane, except under the most elevated conditions (1 200K, 10 MPa) where diffusive mixing appeared to take place within 500 µm of the nozzle exit (Section 3.3).
- The time taken by a droplet to transition to diffusive mixing depends on the local gas pressure and gas temperature (Section 3.2), as well as on the fuel’s physical properties (Section 3.3).
- We summarise our observations into a phenomenological model which describes the morphological evolution of microscopic droplets before, during, and after their transition from
evaporation to diffusive mixing (Section 3.4). We provide criteria for these transitions as pressure–temperature charts for each fuel tested, revealing the conditions where transcritical mixing is relevant to diesel fuel sprays.

2. Experimental setup and data acquisition

2.1. Pressure vessel and spray system

Experiments were conducted using a preburn combustion vessel [21]. This constant-volume chamber is of cubical shape, offering six faces that can be fitted with transparent sapphire windows or metal ports. The thermodynamic conditions simulated inside the chamber cover a wide range of temperatures (up to 1400 K) and pressures (35 MPa) and are achieved after combustion of a preburn mixture of combustible gases composed of C2H2, H2, N2 and O2. After the spark-ignited preburn combustion is complete, the internal temperature and pressure conditions decrease due to heat transfer to the vessel walls during a cool-down period of several seconds. The fuel is injected when the desired ambient conditions are reached during the cool-down. During this campaign, the line-of-sight arrangement of the optical experiments required two opposite faces to be equipped with optical windows on both sides of the spray (Fig. 1). The spray is back-illuminated through one sapphire window and imaged through another sapphire window on the other side. Note that the pair of spark plugs used to ignite the preburn mixture are located at the top of the chamber and are not shown in this schematic.

Sprays of normal alkanes (n-heptane, n-dodecane, n-hexadecane) were injected by a commercial common-rail solenoid-actuated injector equipped with a single-hole nozzle. The axial orifice located at the tip of the nozzle has a diameter of 0.180 mm and features a converging conical shape (KS 1.5). We selected a single-hole axially-drilled nozzle to ensure that the fuel spray would develop along the centre of the combustion vessel, where the thermodynamic conditions are best controlled. The fuel injector was temperature-controlled to ensure that the state of the fuel prior to injection was both known and consistent across the different operating conditions, with a target temperature of 90°C [21]. The nozzle’s temperature was measured using a dummy injector fitted with a thermocouple to adjust the injector cooling system for repeatable measurements, as described by Meijer et al. [22]. The rest of the injection system is composed of a production-type common-rail, high-pressure lines and an air-driven high-pressure fuel pump. The injection pressure during these experiments was varied between 50 and 150 MPa, but the lower injection pressure condition was preferred because of the broader droplet size distribution.

2.2. Boundary conditions

The ambient conditions tested in this work ranged from pressures below 2 MPa to above 10 MPa and temperatures around 700 to 1200 K, with corresponding gas densities from 6 to 38 kg m⁻³. Hence most of the ambient gas conditions were above the nominal critical points of the single-component fuels (Table 1). The gas temperatures reported in this work were based on direct calibration through thin-wire thermocouple measurements downstream of the injector tip as will be described below. As mentioned above, a premixed combustible gas mixture is ignited to reach the desired thermodynamic conditions (temperature and pressure), the sprays are therefore injected into the products left-over by the premixed combustion process, with the following volume fractions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Volume Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen N₂</td>
<td>89.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon dioxide CO₂</td>
<td>6.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water H₂O</td>
<td>3.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pressure inside the vessel was recorded as a function of time during the premixed combustion, cool-down and fuel injection event, using high-accuracy piezo-resistive pressure sensors. Obtaining information about local temperature is more challenging due to the short timescales involved. As demonstrated by Meijer et al. [22], the temperature distribution is location dependent, with a slight reduction when approaching one of the chamber walls, especially the wall near the injector because of the temperature control (cooling). Thin-wire thermocouple measurements were performed to measure the temperature of the environment in the vicinity of the spray.
Temperature measurement via thin-wire thermocouple experiments showing the local temperature distribution for the range of targeted ambient temperatures as a function of axial distance from the injector orifice exit.

In this study we used our high-resolution imaging system to accurately position the thermocouple junction at 0.25, 0.50, 2.0 and 5.0 mm from the injector tip along the spray axis. Consistent with previous measurements [22], the ambient gas temperature prior to injection was uniform in the horizontal plane of the vessel downstream of approximately 1 mm (Fig. 2). The most significant temperature deviation was observed within the cooler thermal boundary layer near the injector, but the deviation did not make the ambient boundary condition undefined. At a distance of 0.25 mm from the injector tip, the gas temperatures were only 2–3.5% cooler than the uniform core gases downstream of 1 mm. The description and procedures provided by Meijer et al. [22] about the thin-wire thermocouple experiments in the constant-volume pressure vessels of the Engine Combustion Network apply to the present temperature measurements.

The targeted operating conditions are presented as a pressure–temperature plot in Fig. 3. The data covered a wide range of reduced pressures \((P_r)\) and temperatures \((T_r)\), which are listed in Table 1. Both \(P_r\) and \(T_r\) are calculated by dividing the ambient gas \((P_g, T_g)\) values by the critical values of the fuel \((P_c, T_c)\). We acknowledge that constructing \(P_r\) and \(T_r\) using multi-component combinations of ambient and fuel properties has no thermodynamic analogue, but is performed as a simple way to summarise the data range. This study accesses conditions at \(T_r > 1\) to encourage understanding at transcritical conditions.

### Table 1

Ranges of reduced temperatures and pressures for the fuels used in this study. Both \(P_r\) and \(T_r\) are calculated by dividing the ambient gas \((P_g, T_g)\) values by the critical values of the fuel \((P_c, T_c)\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(n)-Heptane (C_{7\text{H}16})</th>
<th>(n)-Dodecane (C_{12\text{H}26})</th>
<th>(n)-Hexadecane (C_{16\text{H}34})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liquid density at ((6 \text{ MPa}, 363 \text{ K}))</td>
<td>(631 \text{ kg m}^{-3})</td>
<td>(704 \text{ kg m}^{-3})</td>
<td>(727 \text{ kg m}^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical point temperature ((T_c))</td>
<td>(540 \text{ K})</td>
<td>(658 \text{ K})</td>
<td>(722 \text{ K})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical point pressure ((P_c))</td>
<td>(2.7 \text{ MPa})</td>
<td>(1.8 \text{ MPa})</td>
<td>(1.4 \text{ MPa})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced pressure range ((P_r = P_g/P_c))</td>
<td>([0.7, 3.9])</td>
<td>([1.1, 5.8])</td>
<td>([1.4, 7.6])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density ratio range ((\rho_l = \rho_g/\rho_l))</td>
<td>([0.010, 0.060])</td>
<td>([0.009, 0.050])</td>
<td>([0.008, 0.050])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2](#)  
**Fig. 2.** Temperature measurement via thin-wire thermocouple experiments showing the local temperature distribution for the range of targeted ambient temperatures as a function of axial distance from the injector orifice exit.

![Fig. 3](#)  
**Fig. 3.** Pressure–temperature diagram showing the targeted experimental conditions. The black symbols indicate the critical points for the three pure alkanes used in this study. The red symbol indicates the ECN ‘Spray A’ standard test point.

### 2.3. Optical system, spatial resolution and defocus

The optical system developed to acquire detailed high-speed videos of high-pressure sprays was composed of a long-working-distance microscope lens, a high-speed CMOS camera (Photron SA-X2) and a custom-built illumination system. The illumination in this line-of-sight configuration relied on diffused lighting to avoid non-uniform illumination intensities and reduce the effects of beam-steering [9]. The LED system designed for this application produced pulses of light at 450 nm (20 nm FWHM) for 200 ns at high repetition rates, for instantaneous peak power in excess of 15 W. A condenser lens and two Fresnel lenses collected the light rays from the LED to concentrate them onto an area slightly larger than the camera’s field of view. The high-speed CMOS camera was equipped with the long-distance microscope lens configured for a magnification of 8×, for most of the experiments. Based on the magnification and the camera sensor pixel size, the final optical scale is 2.5 μm/pixel. The vast majority of the experiments were performed with a 1024 pixel long region of interest and frame rates ranging from 10,000 to 18,000 frames per second (fps). Although the camera exposure time was set to 2 μs, the illumination system pulse duration determined the exposure timescale (≈ 200 ns). The numerical aperture of the system for the main configuration was 0.16, corresponding to a collection angle of about 320 mrad. The diffraction limit for our optical system was less than 2 μm, or less than a pixel, and as such did not limit its performance. Additional experiments were performed to visualise a larger field of view (≈ 11 mm); in that configuration the long-distance microscope...
objective was set to produce a digital image resolution greater than 11 μm/pixel.

Several parameters are available in the literature to evaluate the optical resolution of an imaging system. The Abbe or Rayleigh criteria provide theoretical limits of the imaging system's resolution, but these parameters do not consider lens imperfections and other optical distortions caused by fluctuations in refractive index gradients, and system vibrations, for instance. In order to characterise the response of our optical system, and more specifically its resolution, we measured its Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) [23]. The MTF was evaluated using the slanted edge method, which is based on the intensity slope recorded by the system as a response to a sharp inclined edge [24]. A knife-edge was mounted in the vessel, such that it was coincident with the axis of the spray, to probe the optical quality of the system as close as possible to the actual measurement region. Although the optical scale of the system is 2.5 μm/pixel, its effective resolution at 10% contrast was found to be closer to 2.8 μm (Fig. 4).

For optical experiments performed in highly pressurised gaseous environment, the sharpness of the images is of primary interest as degradation of focus would affect the ability to detect spray features such as small droplets. This degradation in image sharpness can occur due to fluctuations in density gradients within the ambient gas, initiated by the chamber's preburn, which result in localised arbitrary shifts of the imaging system's focal position. Additional refractive index gradients also occur as a result of the evaporation of the spray, which results in local density fluctuations [9]. The response of an imaging system to changes in density or refractive index is not trivial in randomly oriented refractive index gradients such as those found within the pressure vessel. Hence one cannot expect the nominal resolution and depth of field of the imaging system to be representative of those during actual operating conditions, thus making it essential to characterise these parameters in situ.

As in many microscopy applications, characterizing the effective depth of field of the optical system is of particular interest. This is normally straightforward but significant complications are introduced when microscopy is applied to high pressure and temperature environments [18]. The characterization of the effective depth of field becomes particularly important, and challenging, when applying microscopy in a combustion vessel such as the one used in our study, where intense and transient density gradients occur between the plane of focus and the imaging system during and after the preburn event. These localised density gradients result in unpredictable refractive index fluctuations, which may move the focus away from the nominal plane of focus, or significantly disrupt the image collected by the acquisition system. We performed specific experiments to characterise the transient evolution of the depth of field and defocus in our optical setup; the experimental layout and the results are presented and discussed next. Depth of field is commonly measured using a slanted stage micrometer. However, because local variations in focus position and depth of field are expected under the conditions of these experiments, a precision Ronchi ruling was used to characterise the spatial fluctuations of these two parameters. To evaluate these fluctuations in the depth dimension (along the optical axis), the Ronchi ruling was tilted 56.4° away from the imaging plane, while keeping the focus in the centre of the image, as shown in Fig. 5a. Hence the horizontal high-contrast region in Fig. 5a corresponds to the intersection between the slanted Ronchi ruling and the microscope’s vertical plane of focus. Based on the magnification

![Fig. 4. Modulation transfer function (MTF) for the optical system with 8× magnification, measured using the slanted edge technique [24]. Although the scale factor for the optical system is 2.5 μm/pixel, its effective optical resolution at 10% contrast is closer to 2.8 μm (ξ_{10%} = 178 cy/mm).](image)

![Fig. 5. Ronchi ruling tilted by 56.4° along the optical axis to characterise defocus before preburn (a), during preburn (b), and at the start of injection trigger (c) at ECN Spray A conditions (22.8 kg m⁻³, 904 K). Crosses indicate the best local focus position, and the red line the estimated defocus across the whole frame. Before preburn the focus is just above mid-frame. During preburn the convective currents inside the vessel introduce significant optical distortions, resulting in randomly focused and defocused regions. At the start of injection trigger the focus has somewhat stabilised but shifted away from the microscope. This figure is also available as Supplementary video in the on-line version of this article and on [25], showing the full temporal evolution of the imaging system’s defocus during preburn.](image)
of our microscope we selected a ruling with a spatial frequency of 20 line pairs per millimetre. This approach enabled us to perform high-speed time-resolved measurements of the optical system’s defocus during preburn and cool-down. To quantify the defocus we developed an image processing algorithm which fitted a Gaussian distribution to vertical strips in the images. The black crosses in Fig. 5 indicate the position of the Gaussian’s mean, while the red crosses show the extent of this disruption, we customised both the Ronchi ruling and its mounting within the chamber so that their overall volume and temporally quantify defocus at the microscopic scale enabled us to better understand the impact of convective currents on the spatial resolution of our imaging system, and how to partially mitigate these effects through an optimisation of the injection timing.

3. Results and discussion

In this section we present evidence that surface tension and primary atomization are significant for n-dodecane and n-hexadecane when injected into gas up to at least 1200 K, 10 MPa (Section 3.1). We then describe the progression of droplets from classical evaporation through a transitional mixing regime and towards diffusive mixing, as a function of operating conditions (Section 3.2). Finally we demonstrate the effect of fluid properties on this transition (Section 3.3), before summarizing our observations into a reduced pressure–temperature plane and a phenomenological model (Section 3.4).

Any optical measurement of droplets and sprays at transcritical conditions must be interpreted cautiously, taking into account the response of the imaging system and the experimental challenges inherent to such studies. Density gradients across the droplet liquid–gas interface are initially steep, but they progressively relax during droplet heat up [26,14]. Since it is these density gradients that optical imaging captures (shadowgraphy is sensitive to the second spatial derivative of density [27]), one cannot rely solely on a change in interface sharpness as a criterion for supercritical mixing. This optical uncertainty can be significantly compounded by thermal gradients within the pressure vessel, along the optical path of the microscope, which reduce the spatial resolution of the imaging system [18] and lead to artificial blurring of sharp interfaces. We have accounted for these optical uncertainties in the classification of our results by selecting the following three criteria, which had to all be met to support the classification of a droplet transition from evaporation to diffusive mixing:

Criteria 1 Refraction of light can be observed initially, confirming that the liquid/gas interface is sharp and the droplet is in the plane of focus.

Criteria 2 The optical sharpness of the fluid/gas interface degrades abruptly, indicating a rapid relaxation of the density gradient across the interface.

Criteria 3 The chunk of fluid is dispersed by local turbulence, rapidly deforming and losing optical density, indicating a mixing process dominated by turbulent and molecular diffusion.

The presence of surface tension was evidenced through the observation of changes in the injected fluid’s shape with time: droplets oscillating or deforming elastically, ligaments rotating or breaking to converge into spheres. The temporal evolution of some physical features is a common aspect of all the criteria we employed in our analysis to significantly mitigate the uncertainties that would be found in single-shot, or under-sampled, acquisitions. As such, we note that high-speed imaging to detect the temporal evolution of liquid structure is a critical element of our experimental approach. For these reasons the printed figures cannot convey the full details used in our analysis, and we encourage the reader to consult the video sequences available with the on-line version of this open-access article, and our open-data repository [25].

3.1. Evidence of surface tension and liquid atomization

In order to obtain direct evidence of surface tension and a primary atomization process, we performed systematic measurements with gas temperatures from 700 to 1200 K and densities from 7.6 to 38 kg m$^{-3}$, corresponding to gas pressures from 2 to 11 MPa. As we will discuss in this section, the experimental results show a transition in behaviour when moving to higher gas temperature and pressure. One example for n-hexadecane (Fig. 7a and the associated video in the on-line version of this open access article) shows that surface tension, primary atomization, and a classical evaporation process exist at 38 kg m$^{-3}$ and 907 K (7.9 MPa). The injector’s nozzle tip is visible on the left edge of the field of view, with the spray exiting the axially-drilled orifice and penetrating from left to right. No corrections or post-processing was applied to these images, apart from a background intensity normalization, to highlight the quality of the raw results acquired by the imaging system. This image sequence offers a larger field of view than most of the detailed experiments performed in this study, with a visualization window length over 10 mm, providing a digital image scale factor of 11 μm/pixel. This relatively large field of view permits visualizing the spray and its features more completely, while the sufficient resolution of the system allows tracking individual
Droplets at the end of injection. While the core of the spray is too dense to optically resolve details, the shear layers at the periphery of the sprays are visibly sharp and free of motion-induced blurring. Small and dispersed individual fuel parcels can be seen entrained by eddies in these shear layers, and appear to remain undisturbed by the air flow. This suggests that they are likely to be dispersed droplets with surface tension, although the scale factor of 11 μm/pixel is too coarse to confirm this by a direct visualization of the liquid/gas interfaces. After the end of injection, the liquid exiting the nozzle breaks up into fluid structures or ligaments.

Fig. 7. Injections of n-hexadecane into gas at 38 kg m⁻³. (a) After atomization all droplets converge to spherical shapes, with their diameters progressively reducing. This behaviour is characteristic of a classical evaporation process, even though the conditions are above the critical point of n-hexadecane. (b) After atomization most droplets oscillate, remaining non-spherical and abruptly transitioning to vapour phase. At the point of transition the droplets’ shape follow a pattern that could be described as a backward-facing bag. The magnified insert represents a 400 μm × 400 μm field of view. A video of this and 2 subsequent injections is available on-line [25].
which quickly disintegrate into many droplets, all converging to spherical shapes. These droplets are and remain spherical throughout the event, manifesting the significant influence of surface tension on the fluid at this condition. The magnified region in Fig. 7a tracks the evolution of a single droplet at the end of injection over a 400 μm × 400 μm field of view. Fig. 7a illustrates that droplets initially exhibit a sharp interface and refraction of light through their centres. The droplets remain spherical for over a millisecond, reducing progressively in size until they are no longer detected by our instrument, shortly before complete evaporation. This behaviour is characteristic of a classical (i.e. subcritical) evaporation process, even though this measurement was performed under ambient conditions well above the nominal critical point of n-hexadecane ($T_c = 1.3$ and $P_c = 5.6$).

To investigate the presence of atomization and surface tension at more elevated operating conditions, we increased the gas temperature to 1228 K while maintaining the gas density at 30.4 kg m$^{-3}$ (resulting in a gas pressure of 10.7 MPa prior to injection). The temporal evolution of a spray of n-hexadecane injected into that environment (Fig. 7b) shows that again, the core of the spray is too optically dense to resolve details but the shear layers at the periphery of the sprays remain sharp and free of motion blurring. The shear layers contain fewer discrete fuel parcels than in the 907 K case (Fig. 7a), indicating a more rapid mixing and evaporation of the fuel with the ambient gas. The liquid exiting the nozzle at the end of injection breaks up into a multitude of ligaments and droplets of different diameters. These dispersed ligaments rotate and rapidly converge into spheroidal droplets (e.g. at 10 ms after start of recording on Video 2 in the on-line version of this article). The dispersed droplets then oscillate as they penetrate through the ambient gas. The oscillation of these droplets indicates that surface tension is weak but certainly existent. From these direct observations we can conclude that even under such elevated conditions ($T_c = 1.7$ and $P_c = 7.6$) surface tension and primary atomization are present and significant in the near nozzle region. But remarkably, and in stark contrast to the lower temperature case, the droplets do not continue to follow a classical evaporation process with a progressive reduction in diameter until disappearance. Instead the magnified region in Fig. 7b shows that droplets abruptly deform or expand, transitioning into an optically dense fluid that stretches and rapidly mixes with the ambient gas with little or no evidence of surface tension. To the best of our knowledge, the high-speed microscopy performed in this study at elevated $T_c$ and $P_c$ presents the first direct evidence that surface tension and primary atomization remain important features of diesel mixing, and that there is also a transition to a miscible state with little surface tension.

### 3.2. Droplet transition from classical evaporation to diffusive mixing

Our observations confirm that two-phase classical evaporation is a significant feature of diesel spray mixing, even at ambient gas conditions nominally above the fuel's critical point (Fig. 7a). Our measurements also show that at ambient conditions significantly above the fuel's critical point, classical evaporation still occurs for some time but it is abruptly superseded by a single-phase two-fluid diffusive mixing process (Fig. 7b). In order to develop and verify physically accurate models, it is now essential to investigate the mechanics of this transient phenomenon at the microscopic scale. In doing so, we will show that the time taken by droplets to transition into a dense fluid is not negligible compared to typical durations or timescales for diesel injection. Having established that the transition from droplet evaporation to diffusive mixing has a finite duration, we will first describe the process and timescale of this transition for n-dodecane as a function of gas temperature and pressure. In Section 3.3 we will then consider the effect that the fuel's properties have on the time taken for the transition to occur, and on the subsequent deformation of the fuel parcels.

To demonstrate the effect of operating conditions on the evolution of individual droplets, we recorded high-speed videos with a spatial scale of 2.5 μm/pixel and extracted 300 μm × 300 μm regions centred on moving droplets (Fig. 8). The gas density was 38 kg m$^{-3}$ and the target gas temperatures were 700, 1000 and 1200 K, resulting in pressures of 6.2, 8.8 and 10.6 MPa, respectively.

The droplet injected into 700 K gas travels at 0.2 m s$^{-1}$ and exhibits a continuous reduction in diameter, with no noticeable change in droplet shape, demonstrating a classical evaporation and mixing even though the gas temperature and pressure are above the critical point of n-dodecane. This can be explained by the fact that the time required to completely evaporate the droplet is shorter than the time required for the droplet to transition to a supercritical fluid. During this time, adiabatic mixing arguments

---

**Fig. 8.** Evolution of individual n-dodecane droplets into gas at 30.4 kg m$^{-3}$, as a function of ambient pressure and temperature. Each image represents a 300 μm × 300 μm field of view centred on the moving droplet. The figures in brackets indicate the reduced temperatures ($T_c$) and pressures ($P_c$). (a) The droplet remains spherical with a continuous reduction in diameter, indicating a classical evaporation process. (b) Deformations occur before disintegration is initiated at the wake side of the droplet. (c) Significant deformations occur before the fuel appears to stretch and diffuse, readily mixing with the surrounding gas without evidence of surface tension. The video is available on-line [25].
sugar that the droplet temperature remains lower than the critical temperature.

The droplet injected into 1000 K gas exhibits a qualitatively different behaviour. It was captured 5 mm downstream from the nozzle orifice, and initially displays a sharp interface and a bright refraction spot in its centre, indicating that the droplet is in a liquid state (i.e. with significant surface tension). We can observe that this droplet rapidly deforms and we deduce that its surface tension is likely diminished compared to that of the droplet injected into 700 K. After an initial deformation the droplet’s refraction spot disappears, but the droplet’s interface remains sharp throughout the sequence. This apparent sharpness suggests that a liquid–gas interface persists, and that the droplet may experience the beginning of an aerodynamic breakup process. It is notable that the initiation of this disintegration process takes place at the wake side of the droplet, and results in a backward-facing bag. This was a particularly frequent and consistent feature in our observations of n-dodecane droplet disintegration at elevated pressures and temperatures. Interestingly, this behaviour agrees with observations [28] and simulations [29,30] for the disintegration of transcritical liquid oxygen (LOX) droplets in gaseous hydrogen. Such progressive deformation of droplets into backward-facing bag is a viscous phenomenon attributed to the formation of a recirculating eddy in the wake region [31], which increases the pressure distribution over the rear of the droplet [29,30]. In our experiment this disintegration did not produce visible secondary droplets, or ligaments connecting these droplets. While we cannot exclude the possibility that secondary droplets would be too small to be resolved by our optical instrument, it is also possible that the heating rate of the primary droplet would increase significantly during the deformation associated with secondary atomization, producing non-uniformity in temperature and surface tension. While the final images appear diffusive, it cannot be ascertained from this video whether the final vaporisation mechanism followed a classical evaporation, or a two-fluid diffusive mixing process. This sudden deformation and increase in surface area could be sufficient to increase convective mixing, and expedite the complete vapourisation of the liquid fuel [30].

Finally, the 1200 K case also shows significant deformation of the fuel droplet, but its initially sharp interface rapidly becomes diffuse (Fig. 8c). Shortly after the beginning of the video sequence the fuel appears to stretch and diffuse, readily mixing with the surrounding gas without evidence of surface tension. The mixing that ensues could be described as a single-phase two-fluid diffusive mixing process, between fluids of different densities. In this case, spatial gradients in density persist to make the fuel appear somewhat optically dense until these gradients are reduced through diffusive mixing. While the timescale for transition to purely diffusive mixing will certainly depend upon the local droplet diameter, convective flow, and exposure to surrounding fuel vapour and mixture temperature, the time taken for this particular 60 μm droplet to transition into what appears to be a ‘supercritical’ fluid is on the order of 1 ms. This timescale is significant compared to spray mixing timescales, or to a typical injection duration used for diesel injections.

We could not measure the droplets’ temperatures and therefore estimate the physical properties of the liquid phase. This makes it impossible to accurately derive parameters such as the Weber and Ohnesorge numbers, which would otherwise aid the interpretation
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**Fig. 9.** Secondary atomization regimes for a 50 μm droplet of n-dodecane into gas at 30.4 kg m\(^{-3}\). The Ohnesorge number is below 0.1 for all subcritical temperatures, indicating that the breakup mode boundaries should be valid and only depend on the Weber number. The dotted line shows the saturation temperature for an n-dodecane/nitrogen mixture at equilibrium under these conditions, computed based on [10]. The plot indicates that droplets travelling at 1 m s\(^{-1}\) into 30.4 kg m\(^{-3}\) gas (e.g. droplets in Fig. 8) may just reach a vibrational breakup regime before reaching the saturation temperature, but attaining the bag breakup regime would require droplets to be at temperatures significantly above \(T_{sat}\), which cannot be achieved in a classical evaporation regime.
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**Fig. 10.** Evolution of individual droplets into gas at 30.4 kg m\(^{-3}\) (1200 K, ~10.6 MPa) as a function of fuel type. Each image represents a 300 μm × 300 μm field of view centred on the moving droplet. (a) n-heptane follows a diffusive mixing process from the nozzle’s exit throughout the video sequence. (b) The n-dodecane droplet deforms until stretching and diffusing with the surrounding gas with no further evidence of surface tension. (c) The n-hexadecane droplet experiences significant oscillations before transitioning into a dense fluid from the wake side. The video is available on-line [25].
of our measurements. However, knowing the physical properties of \textit{n}-dodecane \cite{32} we can compute these parameters as a function of droplet temperature and velocity. Hence we can plot the expected atomization modes in a velocity-temperature domain (Fig. 9) to compare with our measurements and make two observations. First, the Ohnesorge number is small (\( Oh < 0.1 \)) for all subcritical temperatures, indicating that the boundaries for secondary atomization regimes should be valid and only dependent on the Weber number \cite{33}. Second, the gaseous Weber number for droplets travelling at 1 m s\(^{-1}\) into 30.4 kg m\(^{-3}\) gas (e.g. droplets in Fig. 8) is particularly small (\( Weg \approx 1 \)). Hence these droplets travelling at 1 m s\(^{-1}\) should remain stable until they heat up to approximately 610 K which happens to be the intersection between the saturation temperature (\( T_{\text{sat}} \)) and the vibrational breakup regime transition (\( Weg = 1 \)). Depending on the exact conditions, some of these droplets may just reach a vibrational breakup regime before reaching the saturation temperature, but attaining the bag breakup regime would require droplets to be at temperatures significantly above \( T_{\text{sat}} \), which cannot be achieved in a classical evaporation regime. The evolution of the droplets' shapes in Fig. 8 are in good qualitative agreement with these observations. Whilst Fig. 9 could explain the lack of oscillation for the droplet injected into 700 K gas and the more significant deformations for the droplet injected into 1000 K gas, it does not provide an explanation for the disintegration processes of the droplets injected into 1000 K and 1200 K gas, but it confirms that the backward-facing bag disintegration is in no way related to the classical bag breakup regime. We can conclude from this analysis that the mechanisms being observed cannot be described by the well-known secondary breakup regimes that have been extensively studied under isothermal conditions.

3.3. Effect of fluid properties on droplet transition

To examine the effect of the fuel's properties on the vaporisation mechanism, or the transition to supercritical fluid at elevated pressures and temperatures, we show another video sequence in Fig. 10 to compare the behaviour of \textit{n}-heptane, \textit{n}-dodecane and \textit{n}-hexadecane. The spatial scale is also 2.5 \( \mu \text{m} \)/pixel and the regions centred on moving droplets represent 300 \( \mu \text{m} \times 300 \mu \text{m} \). The gas density was 30.4 kg m\(^{-3}\) and the target gas temperature was 1200 K in all cases, resulting in a pressure of 10.6 MPa. In the case of \textit{n}-heptane the fuel follows a diffusive mixing process throughout the video sequence. This is particularly remarkable due to the fact that this video sequence occurs within the first 500 \( \mu \text{m} \) of the nozzle exit, which corresponds to less than 3 nozzle diameters downstream. Hence at these conditions \textit{n}-heptane showed no signs of significant surface tension, and appeared to rapidly transition into a supercritical fluid. This behaviour is displayed in more detail in Fig. 11.

The \textit{n}-dodecane sequence is identical to the one from Fig. 8, and described earlier. This 60 \( \mu \text{m} \) droplet transitions into a chunk of supercritical fluid, which mixes with the surrounding gas through a single-phase two-fluid mixing process.

The \textit{n}-hexadecane droplet in Fig. 10 exhibits a different behaviour to those of \textit{n}-heptane and \textit{n}-dodecane. This sequence shows that the liquid droplet initially experiences noticeable deformations, demonstrating a small but significant surface tension. The droplet then follows a disintegration process initiated at the wake side of the droplet. This is in some way comparable to the disintegration observed in Fig. 10 for the 1000 K case, but the \textit{n}-hexadecane droplet disintegrates into three separate chunks of fluid that resemble a ring and spheroid. This behaviour was particularly consistent for \textit{n}-hexadecane, but not observed for the other two fuels used in our study. This suggests that the physical properties of the fuel have a significant effect on both the timescale and the mechanism of disintegration and transition into supercritical fluid. A detailed investigation of the causes for these different behaviours is needed, but beyond the scope of this article.
A classification of our observations as pressure–temperature diagrams for n-heptane, n-dodecane and n-hexadecane is presented in Fig. 12. We observe that the mixing regime boundaries are not significantly different for these three fluids in the \((P_g, T_{g})\) plane. The mapping shows that for all three alkanes, diffusive mixing was only observed in regions of the pressure–temperature diagram significantly above the critical point of the fuel. This classification indicates that the exact conditions where diffusive mixing occurs are mainly function of the gas pressure and temperature with little sensitivity to the fluids’ properties for the range of alkanes considered, although as noted previously the physical properties of the fuel have a rather significant effect on both the timescales and the morphology of the droplets’ disintegration and transition into supercritical fluid.

### 3.4. Phenomenological model

We present in Fig. 13 a classification of all our observations in a reduced pressure–temperature plane. One should stress that presenting these data into a set of \((P_r, T_r)\) plane and correlations with respect to the fuel single-component critical properties is simply a convenient means of reducing our dataset for general comparison with other studies; it is not an implication that reduced pressures and temperatures are the key parameters behind the physics of transcritical mixing regimes. We performed an automated classification of our dataset using the least squares solution for an arbitrary regression model in the form \(T^9_r \times P^0_r = C\). Reasonable fits were found for \(n \approx 1\) and \(m \approx 0.5\), hence we chose to present the correlations in the form \(T_r \sqrt{P_r}\), with different values for the constant \(C\) for each mixing regime transition. These three mixing regimes are illustrated in Fig. 14 and categorised as follows:

**Regime I – Classical evaporation**
Droplets in this regime follow the well-known atomization and evaporation processes characterised by significant surface tension, continuous and progressive heat and mass transfer between a liquid phase and a gaseous phase. The droplets show little, if any, departure from the spherical shape throughout their lifetime. When subjected to a turbulent flow field these droplets may deform and change trajectory, but they do not abruptly disperse with the surrounding gas. The normal alkanes used in this study exhibit this mixing regime over the space \(T_r \sqrt{P_r} < 3.3\) on the interval \(\{T_r \in [1.2.3]\} \cap \{P_r \in [0.7.8]\}\).

**Regime II – Transitional mixing**
Droplets undergo a mixing regime which is initially dominated by classical atomization and evaporation processes but then exhibit a significantly accelerated evaporation. This regime is characterised by a rapid reduction of intermolecular forces. Droplets deform and oscillate continuously, thus accelerating their rate of heating and evaporation, until surface tension is no longer sufficient to overcome the aerodynamic forces. This leads to a catastrophic stretching of the liquid/gas interface initiated at the wake side of the droplet, followed by a rapid evaporation of the whole droplet. The initiation of disintegration at the wake indicates that the...
droplets’ interface could be subjected to instabilities due to recirculation vortices near the rear stagnation point [34]. This process is likely to be accelerated by the thermal Marangoni (thermocapillary) effect which causes the trailing edge of the droplet to be hotter than the leading edge [35], resulting in diminished surface tension forces at the wake. One should note that multi-component fuels may show an additional solutal Marangoni (diffusocapillary) effect [36]. It is not possible to ascertain from our experimental data if the final vaporisation follows a classical evaporation process accelerated by a deformed liquid/gas interface, or a transition from liquid droplet into a chunk of supercritical fluid. Although the underlying physical process could not be fully resolved it should be remarked that the final gasification is completed in less than 0.5 ms, hence from a practical point of view the assumption of a deformed two-phase interface may adequately capture the mixing time scales. In this study normal alkanes were found to exhibit a transitional mixing regime over the space $3.3 < T_r\sqrt{\rho_0} < 3.7$ on the interval $\{T_r \in [1,2.3]\} \cap \{P_r \in [0.7,8]\}$.

Regime III – Diffusive mixing
The injected fuel may initially exhibit clear evidence of surface tension through the stretching of liquid/gas interfaces and the refraction of light. Droplets cannot be assumed spherical in shape as they oscillate and deform continuously. The assumption of a two-phase flow can only be valid for very short time scales and cannot accurately describe the full mixing process. The fuel rapidly transitions to a single-phase mixing regime dominated by interdiffusion and convection, with no evidence of elastic interfaces. When subjected to a turbulent flow field the optically-dense chunks of supercritical fluid readily diffuse with the surrounding gas. The normal alkanes used in this study were found to exhibit a diffusive mixing regime over the space $T_r\sqrt{\rho_0} \geq 3.7$ for the interval $\{T_r \in [1,2.3]\} \cap \{P_r \in [0.7,8]\}$.

4. Conclusions
We performed systematic measurements using high-speed high-resolution microscopic visualizations, for three single-component fuels (n-heptane, n-dodecane, n-hexadecane) into inert gaseous environments at temperatures from 700 to 1200 K and pressures from 2 to 11 MPa. We summarised our observations into a phenomenological model which describes the morphological evolution of microscopic droplets before, during, and after their transition from evaporation to diffusive mixing. We provide criteria for these transitions as pressure–temperature charts, revealing the conditions where transcritical mixing is important to diesel fuel spray mixing. Significant findings from this study include:

1. We found clear evidence of surface tension and primary atomization at all these conditions for n-dodecane and n-hexadecane during some stages of injection. We also observed clear evidence of surface tension for n-heptane, except under the most elevated conditions (1200 K, 10 MPa) where diffusive mixing appeared to take place at the nozzle exit.

2. Classical evaporation is a significant feature of fuel spray mixing, even at ambient gas conditions nominally above the fuel’s critical point. Both classical atomization and evaporation were observed over the space $T_r\sqrt{\rho_0} < 3.3$, for the interval $\{T_r \in [1,2.3]\} \cap \{P_r \in [0.7,8]\}$.

3. Transitional mixing is an intermediate mixing regime characterised by a fast heating of the liquid fuel, leading to a rapidly diminished but non-negligible surface tension. A characteristic feature of this regime is a disintegration at the wake side of the moving droplet, suggesting the presence of a vortical wake and non-homogeneous internal temperature and surface tension fields, followed by a prompt vaporisation of the deformed liquid. This process indicates that a different secondary breakup regime occurs when the liquid and gas phases have significantly different temperatures. To the best of our knowledge this type of non-isothermal droplet disintegration process has not been extensively studied despite its relevance to combustion systems and cryogenic sprays.

4. Diffusive mixing was observed for the first time for operating conditions, temporal and spatial scales representative of combustion engines. Continuously deforming liquid droplets may initially exist before they transition into chunks of supercritical fluid. The time taken by a droplet to transition to diffusive mixing depends on both the fuel properties and the gas pressure and local temperature. This transcritical process was found to occur when gas pressures and temperatures simultaneously exceed $\approx 8$ MPa and $\approx 1100$ K ($T_r\sqrt{\rho_0} \geq 3.7$ for the interval $\{T_r \in [1,2.3]\} \cap \{P_r \in [0.7,8]\}$).

Our measurements provide new evidence of the evolution of fuel mixing at the microscopic scale under harsh, high temperature conditions.
and pressure conditions, and the influence of fuel type and operating conditions on this process. These findings provide new evidence that can be used by modellers to justify accounting for, or neglecting, liquid breakup and evaporation processes in their models. These new experimental data open the way to the development of more complete phenomenological and physical models for transcritical mixing, and enable a direct and systematic verification of numerical models. Hence there is a wide scope for further studies, both experimental and numerical, and we suggest that future efforts should be focused on:

- Validating models for transcritical droplet disintegration. In the absence of quantitative measurements of droplet temperature, a qualitative validation could be done based on the temporal evolution of droplet shapes, as a function of operating conditions and fuel type.
- Extending this phenomenological model to smaller and faster droplets. While the range of droplet sizes we observed is relevant to heavy duty diesel engines, the fuel sprays in light duty combustion systems are known to generate significantly smaller droplets during the main injection. By increasing the optical magnification nearer to the diffraction limit it may be possible to observe the deformation and transition of smaller and faster droplets present in the shear layers at the periphery of the spray.
- Measuring droplet temperature during its heating up phase. One approach would be to use optical diagnostics that can accurately measure refractive index, from which the droplet temperature can then be inferred. Rainbow refractometry may be able provide such information [37,38], at least while droplets are close to the spherical shape.
- Characterizing the disintegration and mixing of multicomponent fuels. The normal alkanes used in this fundamental study showed similar mixing regime boundaries in both the $(P_g, T_g)$ and $(P_r, T_r)$ planes, although they showed different transition timescales and droplet morphologies. The transport and thermodynamic properties of these alkanes are different to those of complex fuels such as diesel and kerosene, hence a key question that arises from our work is: Do multicomponent fuels follow the same transition pathways and timescales as these alkanes?
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